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while she was studying for her last year of high school,
elle fanning starred in a string of films, including 12
years a slave and beasts of no nation . her breakthrough
role was as isobel, the rebellious daughter of rich british
twins, in parasite (2019). this follows the success of the
kissing booth, the first film in the series, that was
released on february 14, 2017. the sequel premiered at
the sundance film festival on january 25, 2017, and it
was released on netflix on july 25, 2017. it's hard to
watch netflix's the kissing booth 2 without admiring elle
and lee's friendship. their epic dance skills, video game
podcast, and unwavering support for one another are a
few of the highlights from the films. while they go
through their ups and downs in both the original and the
sequel, they've always got each other's back.
nonetheless, the franchise's second to last installment
definitely puts their relationship to the test. lee navigates
boundaries between his first serious girlfriend and his
lifelong best friend, while elle questions where her next
step should lead to uc berkeley with lee, or to harvard
with her boyfriend (and lee's brother), noah. ever since
the first movie premiered back in may 2018, fans have
been seriously obsessed with the kissing booth movies.
viewers have been kept on the edge of their seat by the
romantic love story between elle evans and noah flynn,
and frankly, no one can get enough of it! now, netflix
which premiered the sequel thekissing booth 2 in 2020
aired the franchises third and final movie in august 2021.
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the kissing booth book 1 of a series is available in both
print and ebook. you can find it at amazon, barnes &

noble and many other online retailers. its a great story
for teens and adults and is rated pg-13. we have stopped
for a quick break to let you know, the kissing booth book
2 is now available in both print and ebook. you can find it

at amazon, barnes & noble and many other online
retailers. its a great story for teens and adults and is
rated pg-13. the kissing booth book 2 of a series is
available in both print and ebook. you can find it at

amazon, barnes & noble and many other online retailers.
its a great story for teens and adults and is rated pg-13.
we have stopped for a quick break to let you know, the
kissing booth book 3 of a series is now available in both

print and ebook. you can find it at amazon, barnes &
noble and many other online retailers. its a great story

for teens and adults and is rated pg-13. the kissing booth
2 is directed by josh and benny safdie and produced by
netflix. the film stars jacob elordi, joey king, jake lacy,

jacob batalon, arielle holmes, and molly ringwald and is
written by beth reekles. the film is distributed by netflix.
fans are waiting eagerly to see the kissin' booth 2, and

whether it can match the first film in the series.
thankfully, the release date for the kissing booth 2 is

august 1, 2020. fans have been eagerly anticipating this
film since the first trailer hit back in may 2020. yes, it's

not that far away. beth reekles is the author of the
bestselling ya series the kissing booth (now also a hit

trilogy on netflix). her tenth book and debut adult novel,
love, locked down was published in february 2022 in the
uk, and also published as lockdown on london lane in the
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